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Portable Senior Soccer Goal 8’H x 24’W
with free hanging net suspension
According to FIFA and US Soccer regulations.
»» one portable goal constructed of aluminium oval profile
according to FIFA and US Soccer regulations as 4-part
construction
»» with free hanging net suspension
»» particularly torsion-resistant due to multiple internal profiling

item-No.: 1-13-016

goal frame cross
section 4,2“ x 3,9“

item-No.: N006-02

»» with our revolutionary milled Simply-Fix net attachment,
integrated in the goal post profile –no net hooks required
»» Goal frame is white powder-coated finish
»» one 4 mm polypropylene net, white with4.7“ mesh size included
net depth at the top and ground: 6.5’

replacement net white

robust-cornersteelreinforced

Set of 4-wheels Accessory part

milled Simply-Fix
net attachment

net included

Anti-tilt protection

Productvideo

»» foldable and sviwel wheels, removable from the goal during use
item-No.: 5-09-051
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Type 2

Stadium Soccer Goal
8’H x 24’W in sleeves
According to FIFA and US Soccer regulations.
»» these goals you can find in many stadiums worldwide

»» goal frames white powder-coated finish

»» two goal frame constructed of aluminum oval profile according
to FIFA

»» two included foldable aluminum ground frames
6.5’ bottom depth and a groove for net hooks attachment

»» particularly torsion-resistant due to multiple internal profiling

»» four aluminum ground sleeves with cover insertion depth 15.75’’

»» with a groove for net hooks

»» with aluminum net hanger construction Type 1

»» corners are fully welded

»» two 4 mm polypropylene nets with 5” mesh size included for
Type 1 (net depth at the top: 2.6’, net depth at the ground: 6.5’)
and Type 2 (net depth at the top and at the ground: 6.5’)

»» 3-part construction with additional internal steel-reinforcement
»» steel reinforced crossbars provide strength and durability
item-No.: 1-13-001

goal frame cross
section 4,2“ x 3,9“

item-No.: N004-02

replacement net white

robust-cornersteelreinforced

plastic net hooks
rot-proof
UV-resistant

net included

ground frame
cross section

Free net suspension - Type 2 Accessory part
»» four very strong aluminum-tensioning tube posts in 3.15x3.15’’
»» with eyehook, carabiner and cleats with standard ground sleeves and cover, depth at the top & ground: 6.5’
item-No.: 5-09-003

item-No.: N006-02

replacement net white
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Portable Senior Soccer Goal
8’H x 24’W
According to FIFA and US Soccer regulations.
»» one portable goal constructed of aluminum oval profile according
to FIFA and US Soccer regulations as 4-part construction
»» particularly torsion-resistant due to multiple internal profiling
»» with a groove for net hooks

»» carry handle on ground frame for convenience
»» two ground anchoring with spiral anchor made of steel and sand
bags for ground frame included
»» one 4 mm polypropylene net, white with4.7“ mesh size included
net depth at the top: 2.6’, net depth at the ground: 6.5’

»» goal frame white powder-coated finish
»» all 4-steel reinforced corners are fully welded welded
item-No.: 1-13-002

goal frame cross
section 4,2“ x 3,9“

item-No.: N004-02

robust-cornersteelreinforced

replacement net white

plastic net hooks
rot-proof
UV-resistant

ground anchor

net included

Set of 4-wheels (foldable) Accessory part
»» Big, wide, foldable wheels ensure easy transport even on soft ground
»» Wheels are filled with polyurethane foam
item-No.: 5-09-002
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Portable Safety Senior Soccer Goal
8’H x 24’W
According to ASTM F2950-14 Standards.
»» goal frame is constructed of aluminum oval profile

»» two transport wheels included

»» it is particularly torsion-resistant due to multiple internal
profiling

»» special attached weight tube for tilt-proof must be filled with
sand for ballast to meet ASTM F2950 Standards / European
Standards

»» a groove for net hooks
»» goal frame white powder coated
»» all steel reinforced corners are fully welded with goal frame as
4-part construction
item-No.: 1-13-015

goal frame cross
section 4,2“ x 3,9“

item-No.: N004-02

robust-cornersteelreinforced

»» one 4 mm polypropylene net, white with4.7“ mesh size included
net depth at the top: 2.6’, net depth at the ground: 6.5’

replacement net white

sand

weight tube cross
section

transport wheels
with axis

Productvideo
plastic net hooks
rot-proof
UV-resistant

ground anchor

net included
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Portable Senior Soccer Goal 8’H x 24’W
with foldable net suspension and
ground frame
According to FIFA and US Soccer regulations.
»» one portable goal constructed of aluminium oval profile

»» goal frame is white powder-coated finish

»» according to FIFA and US Soccer regulations as 4-part
construction

»» two ground anchoring with spiral anchor made of steel and sand
bags for ground frame included

»» with foldable net suspension and ground frame

»» very space saving

»» particularly torsion-resistant due to multiple internal profiling

»» 4 mm polypropylene net, white with4.7“ mesh size included
net depth at the top: 2.6’, net depth at the ground: 6.5’

»» with a groove for net hooks
item-No.: 1-13-017

goal frame cross
section 4,2“ x 3,9“

item-No.: N004-02

replacement net white

robust-cornersteelreinforced

Set of 4-wheels Accessory part

plastic net hooks
rot-proof
UV-resistant

ground anchor

net included

Productvideo

»» foldable and sviwel wheels, removable from the goal during use
item-No.: 5-09-051
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Portable Junior Soccer Goal
6.5’H x 18.5’W
According to US Soccer regulations.
»» one portable goal constructed of aluminum oval profile according
to US Soccer regulations as 4-part construction
»» particularly torsion-resistant due to multiple internal profiling
»» with a groove for net hooks
»» goal frame white powder-coated finish

»» welded carry handle on ground frame for convenience
»» two ground anchoring with spiral anchor made of steel and sand
bags for ground frame included
»» one 4 mm polypropylene net, white with4.7“ mesh size included
net depth at the top: 2.6’, net depth at the ground: 6.5’

»» all 4 steel reinforced corners are fully welded
item-No.: 1-13-003

goal frame cross
section 4,2“ x 3,9“

item-No.: N910-02

robust-cornersteelreinforced

replacement net white

plastic net hooks
rot-proof
UV-resistant

ground anchor

net included

Set of 4-wheels (foldable) Accessory part
»» Big, wide, foldable wheels ensure easy transport even on soft ground
»» Wheels are filled with polyurethane foam
item-No.: 5-09-002
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Portable Safety Junior Soccer Goal
6.5’H x 18.5’W
According to US Soccer regulations.
»» goal frame is constructed of aluminum oval profile

»» two transport wheels included

»» it is particularly torsion-resistant due to multiple internal profiling

»» special attached weight tube for tilt-proof must be filled with
sand for ballast to meet ASTM F2950 Standards / European
Standards

»» with a groove for net hooks
»» entire framework is natural aluminum finish

»» one 4 mm polypropylene net, white with4.7“ mesh size included
net depth at the top: 2.6’, net depth at the ground: 4.9’

»» all steel reinforced corners are fully welded
»» with goal frame as 4-part construction

item-No.: 1-13-006

6.5‘ x 18.5’

goal frame cross
section 4,2“ x 3,9“

item-No.: N910-02

robust-cornersteelreinforced

replacement net white

sand

weight tube cross
section

transport wheels
with axis

Productvideo
plastic net hooks
rot-proof
UV-resistant

ground anchor

net included
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Portable Mini Soccer Goal
with PlayersProtect, 2.6’H x 3.9’W
»» goal framework is entirely aluminum construction very high 		
strength and low risk of injuries

»» PlayersProtect is rubberized bounce protectioncombined with a
special constructed bottom frame

»» fully welded, 1-part construction

»» PlayersProtect guarantees force reduction when hitting the
bottom frame and minimized risk of injuries for the player

»» natural aluminum finish
»» big net hanger
»» low ground frame cross section (1,5“) with PlayersProtect means
that the construction is high strength and offers a low risk of
injuries

item-No.: 1-13-004

cross frame cross
section 3.15“ x 3.15“

plastic net hooks
rot-proof
UV-resistant

item-No.: N302-02

»» ground anchoring includes spiral anchor made of steel and
sand bags for ground frame
»» includes 4 mm polypropylene net with 5” mesh size
net depth at the top and ground 2.3’

replacement net white

ground frame cross
section with
PlayersProtect

PlayersProtect

net included

Sand bag

ground anchor
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Portable Safety Mini Soccer Goal
with PlayersProtect, 3.9’H x 5.9’W
»» goal framework is entirely aluminum construction very high 		
strength and low risk of injuries

»» PlayersProtect guarantees force reduction when hitting the
bottom frame and minimized risk of injuries for the player

»» fully welded, 1 part construction

»» special attached weight tube for tilt-proof must be filled with
sand for ballast

»» big net hanger

»» includes 4 mm polypropylene net with 5” mesh size
net depth at the top and ground 2.3’

»» two transport wheels included
»» aluminum construction for lightweight durability
»» PlayersProtect means that the construction is high strength and
offers a low risk of injuries
»» PlayersProtect is rubberized bounce protection combined with a
special constructed bottom frame
item-No.: 1-13-009

cross frame cross
section 3.15“ x 3.15“

PlayersProtect

item-No.: N305-02

replacement net white

ground frame cross
section with
PlayersProtect

plastic net hooks
rot-proof
UV-resistant

DISCLAIMER: When moving, be sure to move it properly and with
supervision

sand

weight tube cross
section with
PlayersProtect

net included

transport wheels
with axis

Productvideo
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Portable Mini Soccer Goal
with PlayersProtect, 3.9’H x 5.9’W
»» goal framework is entirely aluminum construction very high 		
strength and low risk of injuries

»» PlayersProtect is rubberized bounce protection combined with a
special constructed bottom frame

»» fully welded, 1-part construction
»» natural aluminum finish

»» PlayersProtect guarantees force reduction when hitting the
bottom frame and minimized risk of injuries for the player

»» big net hanger

»» ground anchoring includes spiral anchor made of steel and sand

»» low ground frame cross section (1,5“) with PlayersProtect means
that the construction is high strength and offers a low risk
of injuries

item-No.: 1-13-005

cross frame cross
section 3.15“ x 3.15“

plastic net hooks
rot-proof
UV-resistant

item-No.: N305-02

bags for ground frame
»» includes 4 mm polypropylene net with 5” mesh size
net depth at the top and ground 2.3’

replacement net white

ground frame cross
section with
PlayersProtect

PlayersProtect

net included

Sand bag

ground anchor
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Minifootball goal / Futsal Goal
with foldable net suspension and
ground frame
»» one portable goal constructed of aluminium oval profile
»» according to World Minifootball Federation and FIFA FUTSAL 		
regulations
»» 4-part construction with foldable net suspension and ground
frame

»» two ground anchoring with spiral anchor made of steel and sand
bags for ground frame included
»» very space saving
»»

4 mm polypropylene net, white with4.7“ mesh size included net
depth at the top: 2.6’, net depth at the ground: 4.9’

»» particularly torsion-resistant due to multiple internal profiling
»» with groove for net hooks
»» goal frame white powder-coated finish, with red stripes
item-No.: 1-13-018

6.6‘ x 9.8‘

item-No.: N203-02

replacement net white for 6.6‘ x 9.8‘ (FUTSAL)

item-No.: 1-13-019

6.6‘ x 13.1‘

item-No.: N902-02

replacement net white for 6.6‘ x 13.1‘ (Minifootball)

cross frame cross
section 3.15“ x 3.15“

robust-cornersteelreinforced

plastic net hooks
rot-proof
UV-resistant

ground anchor

Sand bag

net included

Set of 4-wheels Accessory part
»» foldable and sviwel wheels, removable from the goal during use
item-No.: 5-09-051
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Team Shelter
Champion
»» one team bench shelter particularly torsion-resistant aluminium profiles. Side parts and rear side made of
shatter-proof, absolutley transparent polycarbonate. Extemely robust
»» four welded-on brackets for anchoring the cabin to the ground with four, steel, ground anchor tubes for
installation into concrete
»» with footrest made of aluminium
»» individual plastic seats with backrest included
»» standing height 6.6’
item-No.: 1-07-004

19.6‘ - 12 seats

item-No.: 1-07-005

22.9‘ - 14 seats

item-No.: 1-07-006

22.9‘ - wooden bench

Plastic seats

Ground anchoring
special

Productvideo
Ground mounting
brackets

Protection pad

wooden bench
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Backstop system
20‘ x 65‘
»» complete system
»» 5 posts, aluminium oval, with sleeves
»» 4 crossbars 16.4’ post distance for more stability and upper net attachment
»» 1 net black, PP, thickness 3mm, mesh 4.72“
»» 1 net attachment equipment, including steel wire
item-No.: 1-08-005 20‘ x 65‘

net holder

thimble

carabiner hook
for steel rope

clamp

carabiner hook for
net

Ring screw

rope tensioner

slot nut

steel rope

post with traverse
holder and crossbar
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Backstop system
Portable, modular system
»» post, aluminium oval, 16.4‘ high.
»» mobile base (3.9‘ x 4.2‘) with transport wheels
»» 4 counter weights (55 Ibs each)
»» net black 16.4‘ x 19.7‘, PP, thickness 3mm, mesh 4.72“
»» with hoisting device for the net, including ropes
»» the net can be taken up and down very fast and easy
»» expantable to an length desire
item-No.: 1-13-024

backstop post with mobile base and counter weights

item-No.: N510-06

net 16.4‘ x 19.7‘

carabiner hook
for steel rope

steel rope

transport wheels
with axis
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Corner flags
6 per set
»» Flex-spring mechanism (articulated joint)
»» Soft-plastic 2“ diameter, 63“ long pole
»» Ground socket and flag included

item-No.: 1-11-003
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Transport-trolley
with wheels
»» Simple transporter
»» Made of aluminium, with solid rubber wheels
»» For easier transportation from the storage to the pitch
»» 1 piece with the frame, 4 wheels and accessories
item-No.: 5-03-002
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Ask us also about
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helogoal
25392 E Indore Dr, Aurora, CO 80016
(720) 788-7813

shop@helo-sports.com
helogoal.com

